Improving the Clarity
of Lakes and Ponds

BioPhysics Research has developed
ground-breaking water treatment
products designed to significantly
improve water quality.
Safe, natural, bio-organic products
contain no live organisms or
hazardous chemicals.

Solutek, its flagship product, is wellproven from 20 years of use in Australasia. It is:


100% biodegradable



Environmentally and user-safe



Non-hazardous



Non-flammable and non-corrosive

Key Benefits of Solutek


Substantial reduction in Biological and Chemical Oxygen Demand



Substantial reduction in Total Suspended Solids



Substantial reduction in oil and grease in the water column



Reduction or elimination of hydrogen suphide (odor)



Lower corrosion and maintenance costs



Significant economic and environmental advantages over chemical treatments, oxygen injection, and bacterial additives

Improve Water Clarity


Solutek reduces any and all carbonaceous
matter by enhanced biological means



When dissolved in lake or pond water, Solutek
also acts as a surfactant and a flocculant.

As a surfactant, it reduces the surface tension
of the water.
As a flocculant, it promotes the clumping of
particles in the water column.


The combined activities encourage surface and suspended particles to
aggregate together and sink to the bottom, allowing UV and sunlight to
penetrate deeper into the pond or lake and inhibiting the growth of
microorganisms that would otherwise reduce water clarity.



Solutek reduces nitrogen and phosphorous levels in the water column,
reducing nutrients to microorganisms and limiting their growth rates.



Over time, Solutek consumes
the layers of sludge that
accumulate on the bottom of
the pond or lake.



Aquatic life thrives in the
improved conditions.

MAGUIREVILLE POND BEFORE AND
AFTER ADDITION OF SOLUTEK

Dosing
Where


Spring or stream—if a body of water is fed by a water source, Solutek is
added there.



Small bodies of water (up to 10 million liters)—Solutek is dispersed with a
small fountain.



Larger bodies of water—A circulation study is performed to determine
where Solutek can receive adequate dispersal. If there is limited circulation, small fountains should be added to allow for aeration and mixing of
water and Solutek solution.

How Much


Unless the water is extremely polluted, an initial dose of 10 ppm should be
added weekly for 2-3 weeks, after which it can be reduced to 10 ppm every
2 weeks.



After the improvement stabilizes, the dose can be reduced to 8 ppm and
ultimately to 6 ppm.

Case Studies

Case Studies

Case Studies
Shibuya Ward
Tokyo, Japan


Shibuya Ward’s council-owned pond had a high level of phosphate due to
dog feces.



Due to poor quality inflows, the pond had high levels of Chemical Oxygen
Demand, typically 20-25 COD.



Due to the low amount of dissolved oxygen in the water, turtles and fish
could be seen coming regularly to the surface for oxygen.



SolEco worked with the Shibuya Council to dose the pond with 250 liters of
SolEco Organic Concentrate, delivered by spraying the water surface.



COD levels were reduced to 7-8 COD, or 65-70%, within two days of dosing.

For More Information



Odor control



Water clarity



Biosolids & sludge reduction



Improved environment for aquatic life



Improved enjoyment of recreational activities
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